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About This Game

In our reality, "Omega Centauri" was a dwarf galaxy, consumed by the milky way, however a creature from another reality, with
the power to bridge between dimensions known only as The Experiment has come to wreak destruction upon the galaxy. In his
reality, the Milky Way was the dwarf galaxy and it was consumed by Omega Centauri. He seeks to exterminate all life on the

Milky Way, and the humans aboard Station 13 must prevent him from carrying out his crusade.

In Omega Extinction you can play on two teams, The Experiment or The Humans. The Experiment is incredibly powerful, and
can use his abilities to trick and deceive the humans. The humans use technology and strength in numbers to attempt to defeat

The Experiment before they are picked off one-by-one. Omega Extinction is an asymmetrical multiplayer FPS, where one
player plays as The Experiment and up to 4 other players play as The Humans.

Hunt Down Your Enemies!

Play as the fearsome experiment, and use your immense power to pick-off the humans one-by-one.
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Bridging: As he is from a different dimension, The Experiment can use his powers to "phase out" of our reality into his, upon
doing this he appears as invisible to the humans, but he can now see them wherever they hide! However the experiment cannot

attack whilst phased out, and must phase back into our reality to strike.

Disguising: The Experiment can also use his powers to disguise himself to look identical to the other humans, whilst disguised
he cannot change weapons or shoot, but he can communicate with the humans and get close enough to strike!

Survive the onslaught!

Play as a human and work together with your surviving allies to kill The Experiment before he kills you! But beware, for he might
just be one of your allies in disguise!

Equipment: The humans have various pieces of equipment to help them in their struggle against the Experiment, they include:

Psyshield: A channeled shield that blocks the experiment's bridge vision from seeing any human inside, it also removes the
disguise off a disguised Experiment!

Door Jammer: A pack of 3 jammers designed to quickly shut and lock a door for a brief period of time, allowing for a quick
escape or containment.

Target Spotter: A special device designed to locate The Experiment. The spotter cannot see through walls, but it can see through
a bridged Experiment! The spotter will highlight The Experiment (invisible or not) to reduce his effectiveness and stealth

capabilities.

Proximity Mine: When all else fails, why not blow him up? The mine is an explosive device that when it senses the experiment
go near it, it will explode dealing serious damage, just be careful not to stand near it when it goes off...

Deployable Shield On some maps, there just aren't enough doors, on those maps the Door Jammer is replaced with the
deployable shield. The deployable shield will place an impassable wall between you and your foe, and will remain until it is

destroyed.

Death is not the end! Upon dying, your job is not yet over! Humans can take control of the facility's cameras upon death and if
they spot the experiment, he is highlighted for all surviving humans!

Features:
-Online Multiplayer

-5 Player matches (4 Humans, 1 Experiment)
-5 Maps on launch! (The Hangar, The Accommodation Deck, The Engine Room, The Brig, and The Void)

-Customizable Character unlocks
-And More!
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Title: Omega Extinction
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Twin Vault Games
Publisher:
Twin Vault Games
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core i5-650 Processor 3.20 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 660 equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2610 MB available space

English
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Short. Completion time is under 30 minutes for the average person. The game is fine, there are no major issues, it's just not a
good value for the price.. A very stylish and visually well designed game, however I have to say it controls terribly and gets very
frustrating to play. Havent rage quitted at a game in a while, which pushed me to write this comment.

I will say reasonable price, I bought it on sale so cant complain too much, I like to concept and visuals, just wish the gameplay
wasnt such a stress inducing experience, the music and style seems like it should've been fairly relaxing.. A fantastic pack. Wish
it had Blue Morning, Blue Day and Urgent, but the bottom line is Foreigner has too much great stuff to fit into a single 5-pack.
The bass lines in some of these songs are a ton of fun to play. Recommended!. Short review - It's $1, and it should be in your
VR list, so just buy it.

Longer review.

I grabbed this and had a quick flick through yesterday, I wasn't expecting much obviously, it's $1 , and I was right, there isn't a
whole lot, you go to a few static scenes and look around, however, these scenes are great, I love the way the Dev just loads you
right on the edge of the cliff, it's like "You're going to look over a cliff" and then it loads and you're like "Whoa! I didn't realise
you meant right on the edge of the cliff!" , the Window Gondola was a great experience, although as a "VR Vet" so to speak it
had little effect, as someone else said , the city is very Richies Plank style, I would also suggest the gondola raise higher, but fun
none the less. The closing walls scene was an Indiana Jones moment, except no escape, and then of course what everyone talks
about, the Spiderman-esq swinging through the city like a pro.... did I say pro? I meant swinging through the city smacking into
buildings because I suck at Spiderman.
Overall this is a great little tech demo, you can't go wrong for $1 and is a great intro for VR virgins.
This should be in everyones VR list, well done Dev, simplicity is genius.
Would love to see this heavily expanded on and re-released.. This game (like Ant War) I played like many others, when I was
much younger. It used crystals instead of gold back then. I decided to play the Prince.

55% Peasants + 45% Monks

Soldier: "Sir, the goblins are attacking."
Me: "Just retreat. We need a bigger castle to defend with."
Level 36 Soldier: "Sir, the elves and their ogre thralls are attacking and wiping our our militia! Our castle is as upgraded as it
will become!"
Me: "Just retreat. We need more men."
Level 36 Soldier: "But Sir, we'll lose over 100 good men!"
Me: "I said retreat."
Level 100 Soldier: "Sir, our land is ripe with plague and we're being attacked by all the tribes. We're losing thousands of men!"
Me: "Tis is fine, just retreat, we shall have 1.5 million men shortly."
Level 101 Soldier: "Sir, we have 1.5 million men now, what do we do?"
Me: "Hmm? We already won soldier, there's no need to move from our comfy hill here nor is there a need to attack the other
clans, 1.5million men is all we needed."

11\/10, would level up every day after level 36 and mass recruit villagers into my kingdom to be slaughtered and die of disease
while putting up no defenses or soldiers on the walls again. Much Value, Such Replay. Buy this game when it's on sale or you're
an idiot. MWHAHAAHHAHAHAHAHAAHA *Cough cough* HAHAHAHAHA *Coughing worse than a smoker*
HAHAHAHAHAAHA. You like gun's?
We got em.

Oh you're into hectic game's huh?
We got you covered baby!. This is quite fun and the art style is great :-) Good little game and not a walkover. terrible just
terrible the audio is cut out the animatons are laggy
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Long time gamer and while have bought many games on spec, this is the first time I have been compelled to write a review.
Bottom line is that Crossworlds is not ready for prime time by a long shot. The graphics and scenery are adequate to good but
the action and gameplay with slowdowns and freezes makes the game almost unplayable. There are so many other well
developed survival games out there such as "The Long Dark" and others that there's no reason to put a such an undeveloped
Alpha game on the market for $14+. It's just not worth it even at five bucks. That said, it has promise but a long way to go and
as it is in my library I'll keep peeking in on it now and again to see if the devs have given CrossworldsE it's just due and improve
upon it's potential.. 34 hours of nothing but playing this game. I reached endgame just today, after realizing how much I suck at
it, and then getting really good at it. TL:DR At the end.

Pros: Story flows well, and PIE is the best AI companion, even if she is a little stupid sometimes
End credits song was amazing, and I have to look into getting a copy of it for myself
End credits were amazing. I haven't been this excited about the ending to a game since I played COD MW2 back when it first
came out.
The Boss fights had me literally shaking in fear until I managed to master them (Tip: Pack extra oxygen\/power cans, and use a
missile launcher)
After completing the tutorial (abandoning ship) the game does not take you back into the main menu, and instead starts the
game with you waking up in the very pod you evacuated the ship in.

Cons: The game can sometimes be really buggy, such as my beacon disks going invisible in my inventory after successful
completion of a boss fight. (If this happens to you, exit to menu and reload the save you were at)
I found ways to break most of the game, such as not needing to grow a plant because the food packets refill if you keep them in
physical storage and exit to menu, then reload the save.
The class 1 comets would sometimes come at really inconvenient times, such as when exploring a space station, five miles away
from the SS Origin.
The spaceship generation got really predictable, to the point where I could tell which rooms were most likely full of radiation,
without ever exploring the ship\/station
Sometimes your hands can get stuck in finger pointing position, making it hard to grab onto surfaces.
The game doesn't tell you, but you need to put your mask on when getting into the ship to go home, otherwise you will suffocate
and get cucked out of seeing the ending.

Overall: 9\/10
TL:DR; minor flaws, but easy to overcome and get really immersed into.. First off, I want to support and like VR movies. I see
it as a new, growing platform that needs an enthusiastic audience so it can develop as a medium for entertainment. The few
good ones I have experienced have been amazing, immersive experiences. For example, Miyubi, Allumette, Old Friend
reminded me of the first time watching Avatar in 3D at the movie theatre (experiencing something new and magical).

However, this VR episode is a muddled mess. As much as I want to support it, I cannot recommend it. There's just too many
things that make it difficult to enjoy. First of all, the story is not well written or structured. There's actually very few spoken
lines in the entire 24 minute runtime. Most of the time the camera is too busy moving around at very weird angles and also
scales to even notice what's supposed to be happening. There's just very poor direction in this episode. There's a few "violent"
scenes, but I have no idea why they happened. The dialogue did not help at all in deciphering what's going on. The scenes are
too dependent on the visual surroundings that are supposed to carry the story forward (I suppose is what the director was going
for).

Secondly, the game world visuals are not pretty to look at. The world look very grimy, with an almost 70s style grainy movie
filter. There's very few colors in the world, mostly green and browns. It's a very poor game engine to use, ps3 era type of game
engine and the textures are very low. There's nothing visually appealing to look at and enjoy. And the camera just keeps moving
around, high, low, around, now everything is big, now everything is small.

Lastly, the voice acting is okay. There's just very few lines. I'm sure the actors did their best job, but how can you convey
anything with such short dialogue? There's really not much there for the actors to have worked with. The music is also fine. In
fact, it's probably the best thing about the episode, but still nothing too memorable either.

Overall, I was bored watching this and was waiting for the 24 minutes to be over. And at the end you're just riding on the longest
elevator ride with a view of what might as well be a parking lot. And the animations of the guy there (behind you) are just being
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repeated of him smoking. I won't ask for a refund, but I don't think this episode is worth anything.

Rate 3\/10 only buy if you want to support VR movies so hopefully we get better content, i.e. you have money to burn

. The End of Grisaia. While the first volume of Phantom Trigger felt pretty rough, I held out hope that the series might pick up.

Unfortunately, this is where I abandon ship. The characters are no more relatable or even likable than the first volume, and the
plot itself is alternately tedious, stupidly silly or completely absurd.

The mainline Grisaia series had some of these issues too, but there was a heart and soul to the stories that's completely lacking
here. The only thing left is the high production values of the visuals but it's simply not worth your time, especially when you
don't even get a complete experience without buying part after part.. Simmiland is an amazing and addicting game that I saw on
a "Indie games" youtube video and it seemed interesting, so for the price it was I just got it.

The game -while a bit repetitive- it forces you to remember and understand its mechanics just learning from past gameplays,
and at the beginning those can be 10min runs, but with all the cards (250) it could take up to an hour per run (depending what
you're focusing on) so you need to start being smart on placement, order of discoveries and so on.

The only CON I can think of is that the AI sometimes is just "stupid", like when you have a lot of things dropped and they dont
store it prioritizing other stuff, or when they just finished gathering a node and don't send the items to the warehouses right
away. But again, that is because the player needs to understand what is happening and this "priority".

After a lot of runs, I finally got the second ending, making this one of the few games I've gotten 100% achievement ranking.
Contrats to Sokpop for this, looking forward to play other games from you big list.

As another +1 note, my girlfriend is also addicted to it, and that's no easy feat!
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